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Four key takeaways from the latest CRISPR 
patent wars decision 
Last week, the USPTO’s Patent Trial and Appeal Board handed down a 113-
page decision on the motions determining a number of important questions in the patent 
interference between feuding CRISPR-Cas9 innovators University of California, Berkeley 
and the Broad Institute. 

This is the second such clash between the two patentees. In the first, UC Berkeley argued 
that the Broad’s granted rights to the use of CRISPR-Cas9 in eukaryotic cells were invalid 
in the light of its earlier-filed-but-not-then-granted application 10,266,850 claiming the 
revolutionary gene-editing technology across all cell types. This ended in disappointment 
for the West Coast entity in 2017 when the PTAB declared no interference-in-fact, finding 
that the Broad’s inventions were separately patentable – a decision subsequently upheld 
in a high profile federal circuit judgment. 

After UC Berkeley had application ‘850 granted last year, the USPTO reinitiated the battle 
over inventorship of CRISPR-Cas9 in a eukaryotic environment by declaring another 
interference between 13 patents and one application owned by the Broad and 10 
applications owned by the UC Berkeley and the University of Vienna. 

In this instance, neither party argues that their invention is separately patentable from the 
other side’s, so the question at issue is which invented it first. Before this can be 
considered, however, several issues had to be addressed. Last week’s decision was 
concerned with these. 

Here are the four key takeaways from that ruling. 

1. UC Berkeley wins several small battles 

The West Coast university prevailed on most of the individual points addressed by the 
decision. Firstly, the PTAB rejected the Broad’s arguments that the proceeding should be 
abandoned because UC Berkeley is estopped by the prior interference. The first 
interference ended without an award of priority or a determination of unpatentability, the 
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board pointed out, while the subject matter of the second interference is not the same as 
in the original proceeding. 

The PTAB also rejected the Broad’s attempts to widen the count to include the dual guide 
RNAs as well as single guide RNAs – a change that would make it harder for UC Berkeley 
to prove it possessed the invention earlier. Having dismissed the Broad’s arguments that 
the term “guide RNA” in its patents should be interpreted as generic for both dual and 
single RNA, the board found that the Broad had not demonstrated that the majority of its 
patent claims are not limited to a single-molecule RNA configuration. 

Furthermore, the board denied the East Coast entity’s attempts to have certain of its 
claims removed from the interference: certain claims not limited to single guide RNA, 
claims limited to S. aureus Cas9 and claims limited to 2 NLS. While some of the first group 
were deemed to refer to single guide RNA, others the Broad would have to demonstrate 
were separate inventions. S. aureus and 2 NLS, the board found, had not been shown to 
be distinctive inventions. 

2. But the Broad wins crucial battle over priority date 

More significantly, however, the Broad was recognised to have the earlier priority filing 
date. This means that it will remain the senior party in the interference and the burden will 
be on UC Berkeley to prove that it invented first. 

The PTAB found that the Broad could claim priority from its 12th December 2012 filing 
date, while UC Berkeley was deemed not to have been in possession of the count in the 
first two patent applications for which it claimed priority. It was accorded the benefit of its 
third filing date, 28th January 2013. 

UC Berkeley maintains that its earliest conception and initiation of diligence was 
16th March 2011, with a reduction to practice by 9th August 2012; whereas the Broad 
asserts that its earliest conception was 4th February 2011, with a reduction to practice by 
6th March 2011. 

“Because CVC (the University of California, Vilnius, and Charpentier) lost on their priority 
dates, the decision ultimately does not bode well for CVC,” comments law professor and 
CRISPR patent expert Jacob Sherkow. “In the next phase of the interference CVC will 
need to prove that they invented a single-molecule guide RNA CRISPR Cas9 system 
before the Broad Institute using lab notebooks, expert testimony and affidavits from lab 
members. This is generally difficult to do to the satisfaction of the PTAB.” 

There is little to gain and much to lose for UC Berkeley, he adds: “Even if CVC wins, the 
Broad Institute will likely get to keep their (patents) focusing on eukaryotic applications.” 
However, Sherkow continues, UC Berkeley stands to lose all of its applications in the 
interference if it loses: “The strategy for CVC going forward is murky and dangerous.” 

3. US and Europe continue to diverge 

The latest decision accentuates the differences between the CRISPR-Cas9 patent 
situations in the US and Europe. 



In Europe, UC Berkeley is the most significant patentee following a devastating patent 
loss by the Broad as the result of procedural errors. Across the Atlantic, however, the 
Broad has had the upper hand in the dispute – a state of affairs made more likely to 
continue by last week’s ruling. 

Furthermore, the recent decision diverged from EPO rulings on several important points, 
comments Murgitroyd’s Catherine Coombes, a European patent attorney and keen 
observer of the CRISPR patent landscape. “I note how striking the differences are 
between certain findings made in this decision compared to the findings of the opposition 
division and preliminary opinion of the Board of Appeal of the European Patent Office as 
they currently stand,” she says. 

UC Berkeley has been awarded its earlier priority date in European proceedings, 
Coombes points out, adding that there has also been no decision in Europe finding that 
“guide RNA” should refer only to single guide RNA. The opposition division has further 
upheld claims limited to S. aureus Cas9 on the grounds that these are inventive over S. 
pyogenes Cas9. 

The international CRISPR patent landscape therefore remains very complex, Coombes 
concludes: “That isn’t great for third parties trying to work out what is best from a licensing 
perspective.” 

4. Dispute likely to drag on despite calls for settlement 

Given that the dispute between the parties has lasted for seven years already and 
continues to create a great deal of commercial uncertainty, many will be hoping that a 
settlement can be reached soon. 

Those people will be pleased by the conciliatory tone of the Broad’s statement following 
the Decision on the Motions, which says: “The best thing for the entire field is for the 
parties to reach a resolution.” This follows on from several previous calls for a settlement 
by the institute, which has committed to a potential CRISPR patent pool to be run by 
MPEG-LA and created a joint patent licensing framework with MilliporeSigma. 

Sherkow, though, is not optimistic: “Settlement – which hasn’t happened in the past seven 
years – is both unlikely and difficult; the patent office will have to approve any settlement.” 
With fundamental disagreement remaining between the two parties and so much on the 
line, it is more likely than not that the dispute will continue to drag on. 
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